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Overview
• What is the Sentinel‐6/Jason‐CS Mission
Advisory Group (MAG)?
• MAG relationship to the OSTST
• Terms of Reference
• Membership
• Key Issues raised to OSTST
• Next Steps

The S6‐JCS MAG

•

•
•

MAG is established as part of the Implementing Arrangement
(MOU) between Agencies Article 8.4 establishes the MAG:
– “[8].4. Organize the science support and advice to the primary mission objective of
the Sentinel‐ 6/Jason‐CS Mission through a dedicated Mission Advisory Group
(MAG), which will also interface with the international multi‐mission OSTST.”
limited to the primary mission objective (i.e. ocean surface altimetry).
In addition, two working groups have been set up within the S6‐JCS project: the System
Engineering Working Group (SEWG) and the Mission Performance Working Group
(MPWG).

•

The MAG is tasked to respond to specific technical and scientific
questions raised by Project implementation teams.

•

Implementation of the Mission follows agreed requirements.
– Requirements flow through an established mechanisms
Consequently, the MAG shall not establish new requirements

•

The MAG shall maintain a strong working relationship with the
OSTST (via co-chairs of MAG/OSTST – which are the same)

•

Unlike OSTST, the S6/JCS MAG will be dissolved once the
Mission is fully Commissioned into Operations.

Sentinel-6/JCS MAG Aim and Objectives
•

•

•

The aim of the MAG, that is convened and managed jointly by the
Partner Mission Scientists is:
– to deliver competent, independent and unprejudiced advice to the
Partners by addressing questions raised during implementation
relating to any aspect of the Sentinel‐6/Jason‐CS Mission
Performance.
The scope of the MAG is limited to the primary mission objective (i.e.
ocean surface altimetry). The scientific aspects related to the secondary
mission objective (i.e. radio occultation) are addressed in other advisory
bodies.
The important link to the International Ocean Surface Topography
Science Team (OSTST) will be maintained via the Project Scientists (who
are also co‐chairs of the OSTST) in their presentation of an annual status
report to the OSTST.

MAG Terms of Reference
• Principles agreed by all the Partner Agencies
at OSTST 2016, La Rochelle.
• Open call for European membership issued in
late 2016 (USA members directly appointed)
• Selection of European members made by
Partner Agencies

MAG Membership and role

On‐going MAG discussions
•
•
•
•
•
•

The implications of using a new SAR Altimeter as part of the reference
mission needs to be managed with care. Full advantage should be taken of
Sentinel‐3 Tandem operations (i.e. SAR and LRM) in this respect
Further effort is required to maintain the Fiducial Reference
Measurements (FRM) required to verify and validate performance (getting
more challenging).
Developing a justification to exercise both POS‐4 Side A and Side B
electronics during the Tandem phase with J3?
Is it possible to acquire more SAR‐RAW‐HR data over the open ocean?
What are the limits/costs/issues?
Alternative processing approaches such as fully‐focused SAR processing
are emerging. Will the current Sentinel‐3 and Jason‐CS/Sentinel‐6 systems
allow for novel processing approaches to be fully exploited?
What is the mode switching mask to define [coastal] areas where raw high
resolution SAR data will be downlinked (not foreseen everywhere today).

Sentinel‐6/Jason‐CS HR operational modes
•

448 echoes

•

Jason-CS will operate in “HR-RAW” over
coastal areas. That means that the
delay/Doppler map of 256 samples will be
available for creating a HR multi-looked
waveform.
Note however the Doppler ambiguities.
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256 samples

•

•

Jason-CS will operate in “HR-RMC” over open
ocean. The number of samples is reduced to 128 in
order to reduce on-board storage and downlink,
while retraining most useful information.
The range migration correction is done on board
and un-done on ground
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Images of the stacks are based on the averaging
of 300 simulated Jason‐CS radar cycles from the
Ground Processing Prototype. These stacks
contain I/Q values, but normalized power is
shown here.

Draft Mode mask (for sizing): inputs requested to
consolidate the current mode mask

Some issues:
• How might swells alias into the products and what is the best mode to use and where?
• Will discontinuities at mode switch boundaries cause problems for modeling teams?
• How will we manage uncertainties across the different mode areas?
• What are the best areas to use of the available RAW SAR allocation?
‐
‐
‐

LR everywhere
HR‐RAW in coastal areas and
target in‐land water bodies
HR‐RMC over open ocean

Thank You – any
Questions

